ELA 10, Section 1

Dear Incoming Sophomore Class of 2022-23,
Congratulations! You have successfully met the criteria to advance into your sophomore year of high school.
I know you must be excited! You’re no longer the youngest of the bunch! You should be proud of yourselves! I’m
sure you’re all looking forward to meeting your new teachers, and to continue building on the friendships, both
old and new, you made this past year.
I know 9th grade was challenging, but it is essential to carry the momentum of the year through the summer in
order to best set yourselves up for success in the coming school year. With this in mind, I am asking you to read at
least two novels during your summer and complete a dialectical journal.
One of our primary goals is to develop lifelong readers and learners. In addition to this, as rising sophomores, our
goal is to prepare you for the rigor and critical thinking that will be expected of you in the upper half of your high
school years, college, and the real world. Summer reading is an opportunity for you to practice the
comprehension, analytical, and annotation skills learned throughout the year while reading a thought-provoking
and enjoyable book. Your assignment consists of three parts, (1) one book required of all incoming sophomores,
(2) a book/film chosen from a list of options, and (3; optional) a creative project based on your chosen text. There
are further details and directions in the pages below.
You are now entering a whole new chapter of your life, one filled with exciting challenges and difficult decisions.
Build upon your hard work by actively practicing time management. There will be times you are so stressed you
will want to drop everything. There will be times you fall behind. Learning how to manage your time and allocate
your brain power is a huge advantage. Please take this to heart. Finally, remember that you are not alone! If you
have a question or if you fall behind, say something! You all have the resources to succeed.
Please turn in your summer assignment on the first day of school. Your grade will be deducted 10 points for each
day late. Do not hesitate to email me with any questions or concerns. I want to wish you good luck this year in
everything that you do. This is going to be an amazing year for all of us, so enjoy!
Sincerely,

Mr. Santoni
Francisco Santoni
10th Grade ELA Teacher
BelovED Community Charter School Network
fsantoni@belovedccs.org
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2022-2023 10th Grade Summer Reading Task
Part I: Non-Fiction Text
★ Read The Success Principles for Teens: How to Get From Where You Are to Where
You Want to Be by Jack Canfield and Kent Healy.
The Success Principles for Teens is a roadmap for every young person. It doesn't
matter if your goal is to become a better student or athlete, start a business, make
millions of dollars, or simply find guidance and direction, the principles in this book
always work, if you work the principles.
Part #1 Directions:
1. Personal Plan For Success: Document at least (5) five principles of success based on what you have read
that are the most meaningful to you. Make sure you:
a) summarize the specific chapter/section.
b) choose a quote from the text, explain how you make a personal connection and can apply the
principle to your life. Write a detailed response that presents your thoughts and analysis of the
text.
c) This assignment MUST be typed in the attached page below.
2. Reflection: In this exercise, we want you to examine your dreams, goals, and hopes that you most want
for yourself. This exercise will help you come up with a few dreams that you’d like to accomplish
during your Sophomore year and the rest of high school. As you create your dreams, try to make
connections with your values and beliefs. As you think about your dreams, think about these following
questions:
a) “What do I want?” (Dream)
b) “What’s stopping me?” (Fears/ Obstacles)
c) “What am I going to do about it?” (Action)
d) “Who can help me?” (Support)
Additional Questions: (1) By June 2021, what do you want to have achieved by this point, both
academically and personally? Make a list of at least two things. (2) Four years from now what will you
want to have achieved at this point in your life? Make a list of at least 3 things.
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Part II: Fiction Text
★ Read ONE of the fiction options from the list below. While you read, complete the attached
Dialectical Journal. This journal will help you prepare for a writing activity we will be
working on during the first few weeks of school. Then complete a creative task on the novel
you have chosen for extra credit!

Dear Justyce by Nic Stone: Shortly after teenager Quan enters a not guilty plea for the shooting death of a
police officer, he is placed in a holding cell to await trial. Through a series of flashbacks and letters to Justyce,
the protagonist of Dear Martin, Quan's story unravels.From a troubled childhood and bad timing to a coerced
confession and prejudiced police work, Nic Stone's newest novel takes an unflinching look at the flawed
practices and ideologies that discriminate against African American boys and minorities in the American justice
system.
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian by Sherman Alexie: Bestselling author Sherman Alexie
tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to
take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town
high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot.Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The
Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with
poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of
one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live.
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American Street by Ibi Zoboi: On the corner of American Street and Joy Road, Fabiola Toussaint thought she
would finally find une belle vie—a good life.But after they leave Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Fabiola’s mother is
detained by U.S. immigration, leaving Fabiola to navigate her loud American cousins, Chantal, Donna, and
Princess; the grittiness of Detroit’s west side; a new school; and a surprising romance, all on her own. Just as
she finds her footing in this strange new world, a dangerous proposition presents itself, and Fabiola soon
realizes that freedom comes at a cost. Trapped at the crossroads of an impossible choice, will she pay the price
for the American dream?
The Five People You Meet in Heaven by Mitch Albom: From the author of the phenomenal #1 New York
Times bestseller Tuesdays with Morrie, a novel that explores the unexpected connections of our lives, and the
idea that heaven is more than a place; it's an answer. Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old man who has lived,
in his mind, an uninspired life. His job is fixing rides at a seaside amusement park. On his 83rd birthday, a
tragic accident kills him as he tries to save a little girl from a falling cart. He awakes in the afterlife, where he
learns that heaven is not a destination. It's a place where your life is explained to you by five people, some of
whom you knew, others who may have been strangers. One by one, from childhood to soldier to old age,
Eddie's five people revisit their connections to him on earth, illuminating the mysteries of his "meaningless"
life, and revealing the haunting secret behind the eternal question: "Why was I here?"
The Perks of Being A Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky: This is the story of what it's like to grow up in high
school. More intimate than a diary, Charlie's letters are singular and unique, hilarious and devastating. We may
not know where he lives. We may not know to whom he is writing. All we know is the world he shares. Caught
between trying to live his life and trying to run from it puts him on a strange course through uncharted territory.
The world of first dates and mixtapes, family dramas and new friends. The world of sex, drugs, and The Rocky
Horror Picture Show, when all one requires is that the perfect song on that perfect drive to feel infinite.
Through Charlie, Stephen Chbosky has created a deeply affecting coming-of-age story, a powerful novel that
will spirit you back to those wild and poignant roller coaster days known as growing up.
The Sun Is Also A Star by Nicola Yoon: Natasha: I’m a girl who believes in science and facts. Not fate. Not
destiny. Or dreams that will never come true. I’m definitely not the kind of girl who meets a cute boy on a
crowded New York City street and falls in love with him. Not when my family is twelve hours away from being
deported to Jamaica. Falling in love with him won’t be my story.
Daniel: I’ve always been the good son, the good student, living up to my parents’ high expectations. Never the
poet. Or the dreamer. But when I see her, I forget about all that. Something about Natasha makes me think that
fate has something much more extraordinary in store—for both of us.
The Universe: Every moment in our lives has brought us to this single moment. A million futures lie before us.
Which one will come true?
Little & Lion by Brandy Colbert: When Suzette comes home to Los Angeles from her boarding school in New
England, she isn't sure if she'll ever want to go back. L.A. is where her friends and family are (along with her
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crush, Emil). And her stepbrother, Lionel, who has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder, needs her emotional
support.
But as she settles into her old life, Suzette finds herself falling for someone new...the same girl her brother is in
love with. When Lionel's disorder spirals out of control, Suzette is forced to confront her past mistakes and find
a way to help her brother before he hurts himself--or worse.
I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter by Erika L. Sanchez: Perfect Mexican daughters do not go away to
college. And they do not move out of their parents’ house after high school graduation. Perfect Mexican
daughters never abandon their family.
But Julia is not your perfect Mexican daughter. That was Olga’s role.
Then a tragic accident on the busiest street in Chicago leaves Olga dead and Julia left behind to reassemble the
shattered pieces of her family. And no one seems to acknowledge that Julia is broken, too. Instead, her mother
seems to channel her grief into pointing out every possible way Julia has failed.
But it’s not long before Julia discovers that Olga might not have been as perfect as everyone thought. With the
help of her best friend Lorena, and her first kiss, first love, first everything boyfriend Connor, Julia is
determined to find out. Was Olga really what she seemed? Or was there more to her sister’s story? And either
way, how can Julia even attempt to live up to a seemingly impossible ideal
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PART I: Non-fiction Reflection

Personal Plan for
High School Success
Directions: Respond to each of the following prompts based on your reading of
The Success Principles for Teens: How to Get From Where You Are to Where You
Want to Be by Jack Canfield and Kent Healy. Document at least five principles of
success based on what you have read that are most meaningful to you. For each
prompt, 1) write a thoughtful, detailed response and 2) include a piece of cited
textual evidence that supports your response.
1.
Principle of Success #1:
Summary of the chapter/section:
Quotation with detailed thoughts/analysis:
2.
Principle of Success #2:
Summary of the chapter/section:

Quotation with detailed thoughts/analysis:

3.
Principle of Success #3:
Summary of the chapter/section:
Quotation with detailed thoughts/analysis:
4.
Principle of Success #4:
Summary of the chapter/section:
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Quotation with detailed thoughts/analysis:

5.
Principle of Success #5:
Summary of the chapter/section:

Quotation with detailed thoughts/analysis:
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Reflection
6. What do I want? (Dream)

7. What’s stopping me? (Fears/Obstacles)

8. What am I going to do about it? (Action)

9. Who can help me? (Support)

10. (1) By August 2021, what do you want to have achieved by this point, both academically and
personally? Make a list of at least two things. (2) Four years from now what will you want to have
achieved at this point in your life? Make a list of at least 3 things.
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PART II: Fiction Analysis

Dialectical Journal
The term “Dialectic” means “the art or practice of arriving at the truth by using conversation involving question
and answer.” Think of your dialectical journal as a series of conversations with the text you are reading this
summer. The process is meant to help you develop a better understanding of your chosen novel. Later, you will
use your journal to incorporate your personal responses to the text and your ideas about its themes into our class
discussions and writing activities. You will find that it is a useful way to process what you’re reading, prepare
yourself for class discussions, and gather textual evidence.
PROCEDURE:
1. As you read, choose passages that stand out to you and record them in the left-hand column of the chart.
Include the page number.
2. In the right column, write your response to the text (ideas/insights, questions, reflections, and comments
on each passage)
3. You must label your responses using the following codes:
○ (Q) Question – ask about something in the passage that is unclear
○ (C) Connect – make a connection to your life, the world, or another text
○ (P) Predict – anticipate what will occur based on what’s in the passage
○ (CL) Clarify – answer earlier questions or confirm/disaffirm a prediction
○ (R) Reflect – think deeply about what the passage means in a broad sense –
What conclusions can you draw about the world, about human nature, or just the way things
work?
○ (E) Evaluate - make a judgment about what the author is trying to say
4. Use this chart to analyze twenty (20) text passages minimum. Passages should be from the novel as a
whole, not just one section. Track the passages in order. Also, use each response code 3-4 times so you
are practicing all of the dialectical journal skills.
Example
Quote
“The Radley Place fascinated
Dill. In spite of our warnings
and explanations it drew him as
the moon draws water, but drew
him no nearer than the
light-pole on the corner, a safe

Page
6

Code
C

Response
This reminds me of a house in my
neighborhood, just around the block from
mine. It looks old and abandoned. My
friends and I used to be really fascinated
by the mystery of it. We would tell stories
about what had happened to the family
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distance from the Radley gate.
There he would stand, his arm
around the fat pole, staring and
wondering.”

who lived there. Now that I’m older, the
house looks less frightening to me. Now it
just makes me sad. I wish a new family
would move in and spruce it up.

Novel Title: The Success Principles for Teens
Author: Jack Canfield
Quote

Page

Code

Response
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PART III: Fiction Assignment (Optional for Extra Credit)

Creative Assignment
Complete ONE of the following assignments based on your chosen novel. You will complete this assignment on
a separate document or platform that you will share with me during the first week of school.
❏ Poem or Lyrics
● Write a poem or song (40 line minimum) to represent a major theme, character,
motif, phrase, piece of dialogue, or plot element of your choice. Then write two
paragraphs explaining how the poem or song relates and represents your reading.
● The poem or song must have a title.
● Use descriptive words and figurative language.
❏ TikTok Journal
● Create a TikTok account dedicated only to this project.
● Record a series of TikTok videos based on your novel. You should create a
minimum of five (5) videos. Any additional videos you create would be
appreciated and encouraged, but optional:
○ TikTok #1: Record a book review. What are your thoughts on the book as
a whole? Thumbs up? Thumbs down? What did you like or dislike? Check
out other TikTok book reviews to see some models. #BookTok
○ TikTok #2-4: Reenact three favorite scenes from the novel. You may
involve parents, siblings, friends--or even pets!--to take on the character
roles, in addition to yourself. Or, if you want to do some inventive editing
and costume work, you can play all the characters yourself.
○ TikTok #5: Find an existing sound on TikTok that relates to your book in
some way. Create a video that demonstrates how the sound ties into the
novel.
❏ Playlist
● Brainstorm ten (10) songs that would work as a “soundtrack” to the novel.
● Create a slideshow or a list of the songs. For each one, include the song’s title,
musical artist, and a 2-3 sentence explanation of how it fits a scene or character in
the novel. Your list or slideshow should be colorful and inviting for the viewer.
All of your writing should be proofread. Be sure to include specific text evidence
to support your choices.

❏ Graphic Novel
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● Design and illustrate a graphic novel (comic book) version of an important scene
from the novel.
● Your graphic novel should be at least five pages in length. If you are artistically
gifted, this is an opportunity to show what you can do!
❏ Social Media Profile
● Create social media profiles for three characters in your novel.
● Each character’s social media profile should include captioned photos, a full
character bio, and at least five (5) “posts.” Should be based on Instagram,
Facebook, or Twitter.
● There should be communication between the characters as if they are
experiencing the events of the novel in real time.
● You may create actual accounts or simply create “mock” accounts on Google
Docs or Google Slides.

